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MAJOR US RETAIL SOLUTIONS COMPANY
SELECTS CIO PRODUCTS

HIGHLIGHTS
•

Sennco a US leader in retail asset protection has selected CIO to
provide routers and cloud management capabilities

•

CIO secures another commercial opportunity that has potential for
significant scale in the US retail sector

Irving, TX - July, 2019 Connected IO Limited (“CIO”), a leading provider of robust cloud
connected wireless edge solutions today announces that they have been selected by Sennco
Solutions, Inc (“Sennco”), a US based leader in retail asset protection to provide routers and
cloud management capabilities to their portfolio of retail customers.
Sennco will leverage the agile hardware, software and services provided by CIO to deliver next
generation shopping and security experiences to their customers.
About Sennco
Sennco strives to maximise security and operational excellence for the products in the retail
display, while also elevating sales through functional and innovative solutions. Their unique
approach to retail security and management has positioned Sennco as a thought leader in the
evolution of retail asset protection. Sennco is based just outside of Chicago, IL and has been
in the retail security industry for over 18 years. To learn more about Sennco please visit
Sennco.com.
“Sennco is providing innovative retail solutions that will transform how retailers think about
display security and loss prevention strategies” said Yakov Temov CEO of CIO. “We are happy
to work with the Sennco team as they deliver the next generation retail solutions.”
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“We need a partner who could provide a reliable and secure hardware and cloud platform
that we could use to deliver our solutions with” said Chris Marszalek, Sennco’s President. “We
worked very closely with the team at Connect IO who have extensive experience delivering
connected solutions.”
About CIO CIO is a leader in cloud connected wireless edge solutions for mobile, machine to machine,
and IoT networks. CIO’s Cloud-IO management portal provides the foundation to manage 4G
and 5G services with secure, reliable control of your devices and applications. The CIO family
of programmable modems and edge routers are innovative, secure and affordable, making
them the preferred choice of businesses in the US. CIO is a Texas based company with offices
in Silicon Valley and Australia. Get Connected! www.connectedio.com.au
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